No Peace

Ram Samocha’s work is part of an on-going artistic lineage that acknowledges
performative and process-oriented investigation, and would include such predecessors
as Yves Klein, Sol LeWitt, Linda Benglis, Jannis Kounellis, and Richard Serra, among
several others. However, his work breaks from this tradition in a significant way; it is
highly imagistic, the forms having been imagined before the execution of the drawing,
rather than being primarily residual of the process.
But how does Samocha arrive at his eccentric and sometimes puzzling motifs? From the
beginning, how does he conjure the plan for his serial crayon strokes? A viewer can only
surmise that these decisions derive from an introspective and metaphorical mind that
avoids literalism at all costs, and one that is well attuned to the depths and scope of
personal experience. Samocha then reframes the “drawing-as-verb” in animation, video
and public performance, which is an essential counterpoint to the exhibited wall work the “drawing-as-noun”.
Samocha’s very large drawings are surely graphically aggressive; their forms crowd the
picture plane and seemingly strive to escape from it, into the viewer’s space. The images
burst from their dark grounds and emit a shimmering, ineffable quality of light that draws
the viewer closer, into intimate contact with the surface. The marks register the artist’s
muscularity and the speed of his gesture. Soft particles of pigment are captured and
collected as they are dragged across the coarse texture of the canvas, and then they
hover in a perceptual space some distance from the actual surface of the support. It is
here, at this point of close inspection, that another key meaning of Samocha’s work is
revealed: there is also a fragile vulnerability to these forceful images, as though the
marks could be scattered with a single strong breath.
What Ram Samocha seems to be most urgently concerned with is the anxiety aroused
by the confluence of polarities: image and process, light and darkness, private and
public action, noun and verb, energy and stasis, materiality and illusion, force and
fragility - all are compellingly conjoined in Ram Samocha’s drawing project and world
view.
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